Abstract-Facial recognition is a challenging area of research due to difficulties with robust face recognition (FR) under occlusion and sparse representation-based classification (SRC) only focusing on face global features. To solve these issues, we proposed an occluded FR method based on dictionary learning for sparse representation and sub-classifiers fusion (LSSRC), which efficiently combines local and overall characteristics of face images. First, we partitioned continuous but non-lapped blocks of the face by multi-resolution blocking. Then, for each block, SRC was used for feature extraction and face classification. We established a sub-block dictionary and conducted K-SVD dictionary learning, established sub-classifiers and determined weight. Finally, we conducted sub-classifier fusion recognition using voting rules with weight. Results using the AR and YaleA database showed that our algorithm achieved superior recognition performance to the existing sparse representation classification occluded FR method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition (FR) [1] , as biological feature recognition, is extensively utilized nowadays in authentication, video monitoring, and information security. However, in actual face image processing, FR robustness is affected by illumination, posture, facial expression and occlusion such as glasses, masks, scarves and decorations. These occlusions not only cause the absence of local features in face image, but also have an influence on the accuracy of whole features. Determining how to quickly and accurately conduct occluded FR has become of increasing importance in recent years.
Sparse representation classification (SRC) [2] [3] [4] has become a representative occluded FR method in recent years. In the SRC method, the face image under occlusion can be regarded as the summation of the non-occluded face image and occlusion error. For a small percentage of occlusion, the non-occluded part is considered to be sparsely coded by the dictionary of non-occluded training samples only, and the occlusion error also has a sparse representation (SR) over the occlusion dictionary. As a result, classification can be performed by calculating the sparse representation coefficients over the expanded dictionary composed of the occlusion dictionary and non-occluded training dictionary together with the minimum reconstruction error. The dictionary can be composed based on the original training sample or after conducting feature extraction of the original training sample, and the optimal dictionary can be obtained after K-SVD learning [5] .
The SRC based occluded FR can be grouped into two categories. One category refers to SRC based on overall characteristics of the face image with limitations or prior knowledge. Wright et al. [2] proposed block sparse representation based on classification (BSRC), composed multiple dictionaries through combining SRC with face blocks and conducted recognition by voting algorithm. Zhai et al. [6, 7] combined the homotopy algorithm with color information fusion to recognize the occluded face image. Mao et al. [6] proposed a multi-resolution based sparse representation model for face recognition (MSRC). Yang et al. [8] established a Gabor occlusion dictionary to compress the number of atoms after filtering the original face using a Gabor filter (GSRC), and thus reduced computational cost in sparse coding and improved the occlusion recognition rate. The second category refers to sparse representation based on local characteristics of the face image, among which Zhen et al. [9] proposed the sparsely encoded local descriptor (SELD), fused the K-SVD learning dictionary with local information coding of an image, and determined categories using cosine similarity. The SELD was very different from the existing texture based local descriptor in that the sparse coding led to an image descriptor of summation of sparse coefficient vectors. Thus, SRC obtains good occluded recognition performance by means of combining total or partial characteristics of the occluded face.
Classifier fusion can be divided into abstraction, arrangement, and fraction fusions based on different classifier outputs [10] . Fraction fusion can be divided into product, sum, maximum, minimum, mid-value, and voting rules, which not only shield the diversity of the image features and complexity of the recognition process, but also store the similarity metrics of various features. Of them, the voting rule is characterized by simple algorithm, flexible use and wide application.
Based on the above, we proposed a partially occluded face recognition method based on dictionary learning and sub-classifiers fusion (LSSRC). We first partitioned multi-resolution blocks (MAB) and feature extraction for the face, conducted sub-block dictionary learning using K-SVD, solved sparse vectors and established sub-classifiers, and finally conducted sub-classifier fusion recognition using voting rules with weight. This achieved a higher recognition rate compared to the existing SRC and BSRC methods.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, the SRC method containing overall characteristic information was introduced to conduct local blocking of the face image, which excavated the local and overall characteristics of the face image for FR. Second, the K-SVD dictionary learning optimized the dictionary and SRC was introduced to establish sub-classifiers with various resolutions and space positions. Finally, the classification results of all the blocks were aggregated by statistical voting with weight. The advantage of this method is its ability to conduct fusion recognition based on different identification contributions of sub-classifiers.
II. SPARSE REPRESENTATION CLASSIFICATION FOR FR

A. Sparse Approximation Problem
Sparse representation [2] supposes that there have a dictionary
with properties as follows: Firstly the dictionary is redundant: M≥N; Secondly the dictionary is full rank(D)=N ;Thirdly the dictionary is normalized:
. Then we can fine a representation α for a given signal f:
This is a under-determined linear equation-infinitive number of solutions. The given signal f and dictionary of Sparse representation are shown in Figure 1 . We think the "best" one is the sparsest, so we need to solve the following optimization problem:
where the 0 l -norm means the number of nonzero entries in vector α. (1) 
3. Update residual 
Indentify: find an atom that is most strongly correlated with r k-1 : 
C. Parse Representation Classification
Sparse representation classification (SRC) [2] assumes that any one test image can be represented by the linear combination of the training images of the same face. The category is determined by calculating the sparse coefficient of the test image with respect to all training images. The formal description is as follows.
First, the set of training samples of the 
To identify the object, the reconstruction errors are calculated: The recognition of an occluded testing image by SRC is shown in Figure 1 . The problem of finding the solution of the -minimization [10] of an underdetermined system of linear equations is NP-hard [2] , and the normally used methods include greedy matching pursuit method, relaxation optimization method, combinatorial optimization method, etc. The greedy matching pursuit (MP) method [11] utilizes local greedy method to find the solution. The modified MP method include the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method [8, 11] , the stage-wise orthogonal matching pursuit (StOMP) method [12] , etc. Those modified methods have lower complexity, but the optimal result cannot be guaranteed. For the relaxation optimization method, -norm or some other sparsity measuring functions are generally substituted for the original non-convex -norm to transfer the original problem into a convex programming or nonlinear programming problem. The frequently used relaxation optimization methods include the basis pursuit method [11] , the focuss method [12] , and the threshold method [12] , etc. These methods have higher reconstruction precisions, but are more complex than the MP methods. The Heuristic search based combinatorial optimization methods, such as the simulated annealing method, the genetic algorithm, the ant algorithm [12] , etc. can also be adopted in -minimization. These kind of methods can lower the complexity of computation for the minimum value of -norm, but tend to have a local optimal solution. The optimization method utilized in this paper is the relaxation optimization based primal-dual interior-point algorithm [11, 12] .
III. OCCLUDED FACE RECOGNITION BASED ON DICTIONARY LEARNING AND SUB-CLASSIFIER FUSION
Here we introduce the overall process of the partially occluded face recognition method based on dictionary learning and sub-classifiers fusion method (LSSRC). The key points of the method including dictionary learning for SRC and sub-classifier fusion are presented.
A. Total Flow of LSSRC Method for FR under Occlusion
In the training phase, we conducted multi-resolution blocks (MAB) for the face, and then completed feature extraction and dimensionality reduction for the sub-blocks of the training images at the corresponding positions by PCA [13] , LDA [13] , down-sampling [2] , and random projection algorithm [2] generated by a Gaussian random matrix method (random) separately.
During the testing stage, the testing image was first processed by MAB to obtain sub-blocks as introduced above. The dimension of each sub-block was reduced by the characteristic transformation matrix obtained in the training stage. Then, each sub-block of the testing image was classified by SRC over the same sub-blocks of all training image. The sub-classifiers used K-SVD dictionary learning and greedy tracking algorithm, and determined weights based on the recognition rate of the sub-classifiers. Finally, the fusion recognition of the testing image was made by voting rules with weight [14] [15] [16] .
The system diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2 . 
B. Image Preprocessing
The image preprocess in this paper includes geometry normalization and illumination normalization. The geometry normalization process was carried out, and all the face images were normalized to the same size based on the geometric center distance of eyes. Then, these images were processed by histogram equalization to reduce the effect of illumination. The image preprocessing results are shown in Figure 3 . 
C. Multi-resolution Block, Feature Extraction and Dimensionality Reduction of Face Image
Multi-resolution decomposition of image can be accomplished by pyramid decomposition in space domain or wavelet decomposition in frequency domain. The image pyramid is composed of a series of images in pyramid order with gradually decreasing resolutions and contains the image information both locally and globally. When face images with different resolutions are obtained by the pyramid decomposition, images with higher resolution can be divided into more blocks due to the fact that human eyes are able to observe more local information of object with higher resolution. Accordingly, images with lower resolution can be divided into fewer blocks. The adaptive blocking refers to the number of the sub-blocks depends on the resolution of the image in partitioning, which accords with human vision.
We first evenly divided the normalized image into sixteen blocks by image sub-sampling [4] , and obtained the first layer of sub-blocks. We conducted down-sampling to evenly divide the sub-blocks into four blocks to obtain the second layer of sub-blocks; and continued down-sampling to obtain the third layer of sub-blocks. In total, twenty-four non-overlapping image sub-blocks were obtained as shown in Figure 4 . Finally, After partition, the PCA, LDA, down-sampling, and Random methods are utilized in this paper to conduct feature extraction and dimension reduction on training and testing datasets. 
D. K-SVD-based Dictionary Learning and Sub-classifier 1) K-SVD-based Dictionary Learning
K-SVD dictionary learning is used to find the optimal basis under sparse representation to meet its unique conditions. It can effectively reduce the number of atoms, improve atomic irrelevance, and obtain more sparse and accurate sparse solution.
Assuming that
is a training set, D is an over-complete dictionary, dictionary dimension is , nk is the number of atoms in the dictionary, M is the number of samples, and 
In this formula, k E represents the error matrix after 
and
The following formula can be gained after multiplying the above formula by k  :
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Finally, we can conduct singular value decomposition (SVD) for , and upgrade the first column of dictionary sequentially until the end.
The commonly used algorithms for 0 l norm minimization include greedy tracking [8] and relaxation optimization [1] . This paper conducted sparse decomposition by the orthogonal matching pursuit method [8] .
2) Establishment of Sub-classifier
We conducted multi-resolution blocks for the image, and established the sparse characterization model of sub-classifiers as follows:
  
E. Fusion Recognition of Sub-classifiers based on Different Weights
Average recognition rate of sub-classifiers reflects their different contributions to the final recognition result, so it can be used for calculating weight. We conducted fusion recognition for sub-classifiers by majority voting with weight [7] .
Given a set of training samples including Class C, the 1, , , , There are many standard databases available at present. There databases were selected in this experiment. The first was the AR [2] database, composed of 3288 frontal face images of 126 individuals under various conditions such as expression, illumination, aging, and occlusion. In this experiment, 100 individuals were selected. For each individual, 26 images were taken in two separate sessions, among which 13 images from one session are shown in Figure 5 .
The second database was the YaleA [2] database, which contained 165 images of 15 individuals with different expression and illumination as shown in Figure  6 . And the third database was the ORL [2] database as shown in Figure 7 .
All images were normalized to 100*100 pixels in the experiment. 
A. Various Feature Transformation and Classification Methods
The first experiment was carried out to evaluate the correct recognition rate of face images without occlusion on the AR and YaleA database utilizing various feature transformation to reduce dimension and classification methods. For each individual on the YaleA database, the first six images were selected as the training dataset, and the last five images were selected as the testing dataset. Seven images of 100 individuals in the first session without occlusion on the AR database were selected as the training datasets, and the other seven images in the second session without occlusion were selected as the testing datasets. The feature dimension was set at 90 in the experiment. The PCA, LDA, down-sampling and random method were respectively adopted to reduce the dimension. The SRC BSRC, nearest neighbor (NN) [2, 17] , and LSSRC method proposed in this paper were adopted for classification, where the sizes of the blocks were set at 25*25 for the BSRC method. The results on the AR and YaleA database are separately shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . When using the same dimensionality reduction method, the recognition rate of the LSSRC method was highest, followed by BSRC, with NN being the lowest, which can be attributed to the dictionary learning based SRC and sub-classifiers fusion. The random sampling matrix method had higher recognition rate compared to the other three feature transformation methods for SRC, BSRC and LSSRC method, which was probably because the transformed matrix of the random method had the lowest correlation coherence degree [2] with the dictionary matrix composed of training samples. Thus, the random method was used in the follow-up experiments for dimensionality reduction.
B. Various Feature Dimensions and Classification Methods
We tested the impact of different dimensionality reduction modes and classification methods on the AR and YaleA database without occlusion. The training dataset and testing dataset used for the experiment were the same as those used for the first experiment. The random method was used for feature transformation to reduce the dimension to 60, 90, 120, 250, and 500 respectively. The SRC, BSRC, NN, and LSSRC methods were adopted respectively for classification, where the sizes of the blocks were set at 25*25 for the BSRC method. The results on the YaleA and AR database are separately shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . It can be seen from the results that the correct recognition rate increased with the increase in feature dimension for the four classification methods. The LSSRC achieved the highest recognition rate of 97.7% on the YaleA database, which was due to the combination of SRC based ensemble modeling and voting with weight based sub-classifiers fusion. At the same time, the SRC, BSRC, and LSSRC methods achieved a recognition rate above 94.4% on the YaleA database and 87.4% on the AR database when feature dimension was larger than 120. Taking the recognition rate and the cost into consideration, the feature dimension was set at 120 for the subsequent experiment. 
C. Various Levels of Occlusion and Classification Methods
We tested the influence of different random occlusion sizes on face recognition. We selected the first six images from the face database to form a training set, and added different occlusion sizes to the last five images to form a testing set. The image dimension was reduced to 90, and occluded face recognition was conducted using SRC, BSRC (block sizes 25*25, 25*50 and 50*50), NN, and the proposed method. The results on the YaleA, AR and ORL database are separately shown in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 . With the increase in occlusion, the recognition rates of the four algorithms decreased; of them, the recognition rate of the proposed method decreased at the lowest pace, and its recognition rate was highest under the same occlusion. This was because the proposed method was based on dictionary learning and sub-classifier fusion recognition, with the highest robustness of occlusion. In addition, under the same occlusion, with the increasing number of blocks, the BSRC recognition rate increased. The recognition rate of the proposed method with the largest number of blocks was highest, far more than the recognition rate of SRC and NN without blocks. This was because BSRC and the proposed method established SRC modes based on partial blocks. The more blocks there were, the greater was the detail. Thus, it was possible to obtain additional local information on images and improve the occlusion recognition rate [17] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method conducted sub-block dictionary learning for face blocks and carried out weighted fusion recognition for multi-classifiers according to different recognition contributions of sub-classifiers. Results from the AR and YaleA database showed that the occlusion recognition rate of the proposed method was higher than that of SRC and BSRC. The classifier used by the LSSRC method was a voting algorithm with weight, and other classifiers fusion recognition using dictionary learning and image wavelet features will be used for face recognition under occlusion in our future research.
